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Dallas Willard

(1935-2013)

Dallas Willard was born in Buffalo, Missouri, on September 4, 1935, and grew up in

comparatively poor surroundings. He was married to L. Jane Lakes in 1955, and they reared

two children, John Samuel and Rebecca.

Early on, a life of teaching and scholarship drew Dallas into his chosen field of

philosophy. He taught at the University of Wisconsin and the University of Southern

California and over the years distinguished himself as a foremost interpreter of the

philosophy of Husserl and, in particular, that philosophic system known as

"phenomenology."

Dr. Willard was a distinguished philosopher with over thirty publications. He was also

a man of deep faith and Christian conviction. While he could hold his own among any of the

great thinkers of our day, I (R. Foster) was most impressed watching him share gospel

truths with ordinary folk. For example, when I was pastoring a small church in southern

California (where Dallas and Jane attended), I was moved to observe the deep and abiding

spiritual friendship that Dallas had with an unschooled but godly construction worker. Even

more moving was to be with Dallas Willard at prayer. His intimacy with the Father, his

humility of spirit, his compassion for the world was a beautiful thing in which to participate.

The following selection is taken from an appendix to his book The Spirit of the

Disciplines. The book sought to lay a foundation for understanding how God changes the

inward personality, bringing us into deeper conformity to the way of Christ, and the part we

play in that process. This passage dealt with the problem in the contemporary church of

"undiscipled disciples."



THE SPIRIT OF THE DISCIPLINES

Discipleship: For Super-Christians Only?

The word "disciple" occurs 269 times in the New Testament. "Christian" is found only three

times and was first introduced to refer precisely to the disciples… The New Testament is a

book about disciples, by disciples, and for disciples of Jesus Christ.

But the point is not merely verbal. What is more important is that the kind of life we

see in the earliest church is that of a special type of person. All of the assurances and the

benefits offered to humankind in the gospel evidently presuppose such a life and do not

make realistic sense apart from it. The disciple of Jesus is not the deluxe or heavy-duty

model of the Christian – especially padded, textured, streamlined, and empowered for the

fast lane on the straight and narrow way. He stands on the pages of the New Testament as

the first level of basic transportation in the Kingdom of God.

Undiscipled Disciples

For at least several decades the churches of the Western world have not made discipleship a

condition of being a Christian. One is not required to be, or to intend to be, a disciple in

order to become a Christian, and one may remain a Christian without any signs of progress

toward or in discipleship. Contemporary American churches in particular do not require

following Christ in his example, spirit, and teachings as a condition of membership – either

of entering into or continuing in fellowship of a denomination or a local church. Any

exception to this claim only serves to highlight its general validity and make the general rule

more glaring. So far as the visible Christian institutions of our day are concerned,

discipleship clearly is optional… Churches are filled with "undiscipled disciples," as Jess

Moody has called them. Most problems in contemporary churches can be explained by the

fact that members have not yet decided to follow Christ.

Little good results from insisting that Christ is also supposed to be Lord: to present

his lordship as an option leaves it squarely in the category of the white-wall tires and stereo

equipment for the new car. You can do without it. And it is – alas! – far from clear what you

would do with it. Obedience and training in obedience form no intelligible doctrinal or

practical unity with the salvation presented in recent versions of the gospel.



Great Omissions From the Great Commission

A different model was instituted in the Great Commission Jesus left the church. The first

goal he set forth for the early church was to use his all-encompassing power and authority

to make disciples… Having made disciples, these alone were to be baptized into the name of

the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit. With this twofold preparation they were to

be taught to treasure and keep "all things whatsoever I have commanded you." The

Christian church of the first century resulted from following this plan for church growth – a

result hard to improve upon.

But in place of Christ's plan, historical drift has substituted: "Make converts (to a

particular faith and practice) and baptize them into church membership." This causes two

great omissions from the Great Commission to stand out. Most important, we start by

omitting the making of disciples or enrolling people as Christ's students, when we should let

all else wait for that. We also omit the step of taking our converts through training that will

bring them ever increasingly to do what Jesus directed.

The two great omissions are connected. Not having made converts disciples, it is

impossible for us to teach them how to live as Christ lived and taught. That was not part of

the package, not what they converted to. When confronted with the example and teachings

of Christ, the response today is less one of rebellion or rejection than one of puzzlement:

How do we relate to these? What have they to do with us?

Discipleship Then

When Jesus walked among humankind there was a certain simplicity to being a disciple.

Primarily it meant to go with him, in an attitude of study, obedience, and imitation. There

were no correspondence courses. One knew what to do and what it would cost. Simon Peter

exclaimed: "Look, we've left everything and followed you!" (Mark 10:28). Family and

occupations were deserted for long periods to go with Jesus as he walked from place to

place announcing, showing, and explaining the governance of God. Disciples had to be with

him to learn how to do what he did.

Imagine doing that today. How would family members, employers, and coworkers

react to such abandonment? Probably they would conclude that we did not much care for

them, or even for ourselves. Did not Zebedee think this as he watched his two sons desert

the family business to keep company with Jesus (Mark 1:20)? Ask any father in a similar

situation. So when Jesus observed that one must forsake the dearest things – family, "all

that he hath," and "his own life also" (Luke 14) – insofar as that was necessary to

accompany him, he stated a simple fact: it was the only possible doorway to discipleship.



Discipleship Now

Though costly, discipleship once had a very clear, straightforward meaning. The mechanics

are not the same today. We cannot literally be with him in the same way as his first disciples

could. But the priorities and intentions – the heart or inner attitudes – of disciples are

forever the same. In the heart of a disciple there is a desire, and there is decision or settled

intent. The disciple of Christ desires above all else to be like him…

Given this desire, usually produced by the lives and words of those already in The

Way, there is yet a decision to be made: the decision to devote oneself to becoming like

Christ. The disciple is one who, intent upon becoming Christlike and so dwelling in his "faith

and practice," systematically and progressively rearranges his affairs to that end. By these

actions, even today, one who enrolls in Christ's training, becomes his pupil or disciple.

And if we intend to become like Christ, that will be obvious to every thoughtful

person around us, as well as to ourselves. Of course, attitudes that define the disciple

cannot be realized today by leaving family and business to accompany Jesus on his travels

about the countryside. But discipleship can be made concrete by loving our enemies,

blessing those who curse us, walking the second mile with an oppressor – in general, living

out the gracious inward transformations of faith, hope, and love. Such acts – carried out by

the disciplined person with manifest grace, peace, and joy – make discipleship no less

tangible and shocking today than were those desertions of long ago. Anyone who will enter

into The Way can verify this, and he or she will prove that discipleship is far from dreadful.

The Cost of Nondiscipleship

In 1937 Dietrich Bonhoeffer gave the world his book The Cost of Discipleship. It was a

masterful attack on "easy Christianity" or "cheap grace," but it did not set aside – perhaps it

even enforced – the view of discipleship as a costly spiritual excess, and only for those

especially driven or called to it. It was right to point out that one cannot be a disciple of

Christ without forfeiting things normally sought in human life, and that one who pays little

in the world's coinage to bear his name has reason to wonder where he or she stands with

God. But the cost of nondiscipleship is far greater – even when this life alone is considered –

than the price paid to walk with Jesus.

Nondiscipleship costs abiding peace, a life penetrated throughout by love, faith that

sees everything in the light of God's overriding governance for good, hopefulness that

stands firm in the most discouraging of circumstances, power to do what is right and

withstand the forces of evil. In short, it costs exactly that abundance of life Jesus said he

came to bring (John 10:10). The cross-shaped yoke of Christ is after all an instrument of



liberation and power to those who live in it with him and learn the meekness and lowliness

of heart that brings rest to the soul… The correct perspective is to see following Christ not

only as the necessity it is, but as the fulfillment of the highest human possibilities and as life

on the highest plane.



BIBLE SELECTION
Matthew 28:16-20 (NRSV)

Now the eleven disciples went to Galilee, to the mountain to which Jesus had directed them.

When they saw him, they worshiped him; but some doubted. And Jesus came and said to

them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Go therefore and make

disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the

Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have commanded you. And

remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age.”

BREATH PRAYER
(Inhale) “Jesus, teach me…”

(Exhale) “… that I may teach others.”



JOURNAL QUESTIONS

1. In the third section, consider the two significant omissions from the Great

Commission. Reflect on the passage from Matthew 28:16-20, paying close attention

to the precise words spoken by Jesus. How do these omissions and Jesus' words

prompt you to reconsider your understanding of discipleship?

2. Contemplate Willard's statement, "If we intend to become like Christ, that will be

obvious to every thoughtful person around us, as well as to ourselves." How would

your life change if you directed all your energies towards becoming like Christ?

Reflect on the potential reactions you might receive from those around you as you

pursue this path.

3. Optional Stretch Exercise: This week, dedicate yourself to memorizing Willard's

poignant sentence regarding the cost of nondiscipleship ("Nondiscipleship costs

abiding peace… "). Write it on a card and keep it with you. Permit yourself to

cultivate a deep longing for peace, love, faith, hopefulness, power, and abundance of

life.



REFLECTIONS FROM RICHARD J. FOSTER

Perhaps the greatest malady in the Church today is converts to Christ who are not disciples

of Christ – a clear contradiction in terms. This malady affects everything in church life and in

large measure accounts for the low level of spiritual nutrients in our local congregations.

To counter this sad state of affairs we must determine that, regardless of what

others do, our intention is to come under the tutelage of Jesus Christ, our ever-living

Savior, Teacher, Lord, and Friend. We seek to undertake the general pattern of life that he

undertook – not in slavish mimicking but in overall lifestyle. Disciplines of prayer, solitude,

simplicity, and service will mark our overall pattern of life.

There is much more we can do to overcome our "discipleless Christianity" – Jesus,

our ever-living Teacher, will show us the way.

Excerpts taken from Devotional Classics: Selected Readings for Individuals and Groups (Richard J. Foster & James

Bryan Smith, Editors. HarperCollins, 1993.)

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0060777508/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&tag=renovare88-20&camp=1789&creative=9325&linkCode=as2&creativeASIN=0060777508&linkId=82a2483fbca5c8f45970e6b1cbfb9329

